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Queens' Election Is Monday

he
a r the D OD
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER

Five Coeds Are Seeking
Title Of 'Miss Marshall'
to

er::

~~:de;~~!n:: !::ns~e polls again MondaY,, this time

·

A tutal of 28 women are running for Miss Marshall and the
various class thrones. Five of these students are candidates for
THE Homecoming queen - Miss Marshall, 1963.
The others, all 23 of them, are ~ - - - - - - - - - - - vying as the Homeoomi:ng soveFRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1963
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
No. 20 reigns of the fre<1hman, sophoVol. 63
=========================================1more and junior classes. The woman who is elected Miss Marshall
also serves as the , queen for the
seniors.
The five Miss Marshall candidates a:re: Peggy Tucker, Bluefileld; Judy Hughes, Chesapeake,
By ED POSTI
Ohio; Lily Wray Naylor, ClenStaff Reporter
denin; Sally JeweU, South CharThree years ago today WMUL,
leston and E 1 a i n e Thompson,
Marshall University's radio staCharleston. ·
There are eight candidates for tion, became the first educational
junior class queen. The6E! stu- radio station in West Virginia.
In its first year of broadcastdents include: P e g g y Shepard,
Huntington; Pat McGrath, New ing, ·the programs consisted of
Martinsville; Ka.en Mundy, nothing except mus~c. It broadMorehead City, N. C.; Kay Sage, casted from 3 p. m, to 7 , p. m.
Bluefield; Ch a r lot t e Parsons, but at the start of the second
Parkersburg; Mary Marple, Char- semester, extended the time to
leston, and Donna Lambert from 10 p. m. Programing was increased the second year by usWayne.
ing some education material ana
Sophs Seek Title
Seven women are ,r unning for having programs from 7 a. m. to
the title of s o p h o m or e class 10 a. m. and 3 p. m. to 10 p . m.
queen. They are: Carol Smith, This year WMUL broadcasts
Charleston; Janet King, Glen from 3 p. m. to 10 p. fu.
The radio station had a .definite
Daniel; Kay Collins, Huntington;
Billie Jo Heater, Clendenin; El- handicap when it first went on
aine Johnson, Huntington; Patti the air in so .much as facilities.
Johnson, Huntington, and Vicki Since 1960, it has acquired such
facilities as tliree record subWender, Beckley.
Member.,.¢ ,the f.reshman class scriptions one of which is a colwill hav,i eight candidates from lection of classic records. In 1963,
ROTC STUDENTS were among the 175 students who were scheduled to give blood Wednesday whom to choose ,their Homecom- it added the United Press Interto the Reel Cross. Some of the donors were (left to right) Karl Honaker, Bunttnrton sophomore; ing representative. These are: national news service and varCarry Shepherd, Huntington sophomore; Ronald Mccombs, Buntinrton senior; James Atkinson. Pattie Ginger, Huntington; Kay ious other equipment which has
Huff, Boomer; Judy Iler, Char- resulted in an incre~e of proMarfrance freshman, and Paul Embry, Clarksburg sophomore.
- - - - - - - - - ------1•leston; Natalie Abele, Charlton graming.
Heigh~; Cheryl Runyion, HuntGains Recopition
ington; Sally Kroger, PiarkersWMUL
became a member of
burg; Sannie Gue.rt in, Belpre,
Ohi,o, and Bette Jo Kirtley, Hunt- the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
Association and the West Virington.
. The Veterans' Club is sponsorStudents will be able to vote ginia Broadcasting Association.
mg a tuntle race. '11his raoe is in the basement of the Student The station has gained recogni~ ~ the 'I:1rt.le ~rnational, Uruon, the polling p:tace of all tion from all armed forces, West
which 'IS held m Washington, D.C. campus elections. Also, as usual, Virginia Heart Association, Veterans Administration, American
There the turtles, from schools voting machines will be used.
Medical Association, and Naa1il over -the world, will compete
fur top honors.
Polls Open 8-5
,
tional Safety Council for outTuntle racin:g has become inThe polls are to open a4 8 a.m. standing public service.
creasingly popular on the Ameri- Monday, and will close at. 5 p.m.
For the past two years, the
can campus scene. 'I1he race span- Seniors are ,to only pull the station has carried the Metroposored •b y the Marshall Veterans' voting machine levers tor a Miss litan Opera, live from New York \
Club will ,b e used to ,b enefit the Marshall candidate. '11he same is and all home sporting events. It
Muscular Dystrophy Fund Drive. true of. graduate students.
is in the process of negotiating
There will be an entry fee of Freshmen, sophomores and jun- with the New York Philharmona $1 donation to Muse 1 D _ iors, hOW'ever, will be able to ic Orchestra, live from New
trophy for each turtle :n:-redYfn select ,b oth a candidate fior Miss York, and it also is working on
the race. Any individual or or- M9:1"shal~, ·p lus a ~ueen to repre- plans in the building of equipganization on campus may enter sent their res~tive classes.
ment for A. M. coverage on the
as many ,turtles as desired. '11he
Only full-fun~ students-those campus.
rules and regu1ati'Ons of the 111ce, prerently: carrymg, 12 or mo:e
will olJOsely parallel ,the rules of hours-w~ll ,b e allowed to vote m
Doubles In Sise
the Turtle International Finals. the election. ~lso, aM students
Since its beginning, the staThe winning turtLe here, wili rep- m~ ,show tbeir ID c·a rds bef?re tion has doubled in size, lisienresent Marshall at Washington bemg able to enter tbe votmig ing audience, and type of proD.C.
' iboobhs.
.
graming. The entire staff is
To filild a t u rt le, contact a . All of the ~ e n m !he run- extremely happy with the interVeterans' Club member or see mng :for the titl~s of M1SS Mar- est and quality of work which
the representative at the Student shall and the various .members of has been put forth and it is
Union beginning Nov. 11.
er court-the th ree o~& cl~ looking for bigger and better
queens-have been makmg their
f---- - -- - - -- - -- --l·myriad rounds of appearances on th ings to come.
.

WMUL Radio
Marks Third
Year On Air

llood Dri,1 ·T1r1ouf Praised

Turtles Needed
In Vet Contest

fnglls6 Hoaorar, lists

".w

MRS. BELEN PATI'ERSON, affiliated with the Red Cross, said
Marshall students turned out in a greater number to (ive blood
in one day this year than in the two days last year. Amons the
donors this year was Alice Cline, Kopperston junior. Assistlnr
her for the Red Cross is Donna Sturreon (standing), Ashton
jmalor.

rl(UffJ •~ffll,S

r,

IHI
Sigma Tau Delta, national English honorary fraternity, appointed the .following new faculty
sponsors: Mrs. Louise S. Bailey,
Mrs. John F. Adkins, Mrs. Beulah
B. Virgallito, and Mrs. Louise T.
Kirby.
The next mee'tin,g will be Nov.
6 in the Student Christian Center at 4 .p .m. At the meeting new
members will be mducted.

campus a11 this week.
Jerry Ashworth, Huntington
gradute s t u d e n t and station
Personal Visitations
manager, stated, "It is the purFor instance, on Mohday even- pose of WMUL to offer our lising, the candidates visited the tening audience the very best in
numerous social sororities, fra- ·
ternities, and dormitories, for the clasical
programing
supplepur:pose of personally ~ting mented by a wide range of eduwith .the students.
cational features through out the
And ,then, on Wednesday even- world." He also added, ''.It is their
mg, the women were presented hope that we are being of servto those students who attended
the mix in the union.
ice, not only to Marshall UniAspirants for the throne of Miss versity, but to the community
which we serve."
(Con·tinued on Page 8)
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I Letters To The Editor I
(Editor's Note: The followIng was sent to President
Stewart H. Smith by an industrial arts teacher at Bichland Junior Bich School,
Louisville, Ky.)
Dear Sir:
I would like to commend your
fine student body, those who
were present at the recent University of Louisville - Marshall
football game, on their fine display of sportsmanship. I have
followed the U. of L. football
team for several years, since my
ife graduated in 1960 in fact,
nd have noted few teams which

•

Effi11 Prempts Editorial
AN EFFIGY of Stanley Shaw, dean of men, was placed in a tree
near the University Dining Ball sometime Wednesday morning.

An Editorial

WMUL Radio, the VX>ice of
Marshall University, will broadcast this s e m e s t e r MOl!lday
through F ,rid a y from approXli.mately 3 p.m. until 10 p.m. The
station will also broadcast Marshall sports events on Saturday.
WMUL's fall schedule has programs of interest f.or students
and Huntington residents. Two
particul'ar programs l i s t e d are
"The Mosiac," from 3 until 5 p.m.,

and "The Candlelight" from 5
until 6:15 p .m. The Mosaic program consists of a wide range of
mus i ca 1 interests, informative
-talks and iinterviews. The items
on ,this program are interwoven
th •r o u g ho u t the week, thus
"painting" a mosaic.
The Candlelight program presents over an hour of uninterrupted dinner music for early
evening listening.

The Parthenon
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER
E stablished 1896
Member of West Vlreln la Intercolleeiate Preu Auoclatlon
Full-leased Wire to The Associated Preu.
htered H second c lau matter. May 211, 11145, at the Post Office at Hun~:.,
West Vlnrinla, under Act of Conareu, March 8, 1871.
•
Publbbed aeml-weekly durlne school year and weekly durlne summer by Department of Journall.un, Manhall University, 16th Street and 3rd A venue, Hunttnston.
West Vireinia.
Off-campus subscription fee l, . $8.00 per Year.
Acttvtb> fee covers on-campus student s ubscrlotlon at the rate ot $2.00 eemeater plus 50 cents for each sumft\l!r term.
Phone 523~ or Joumallsm Dept., Ext. 235 of W-S411
STAPF

11:dltor-In-Chlef ...... . ..... . . . . . ...... .. . , .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. J'ran Allred
Manaatna :Sdltor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jett7 Bowie.
New• Editors .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. Gary Kearna. Kay 5ac9
SPOrta Editor . . . ..... . .. . ..... .. .... . ..... . .... . ........ .. ..... .. ...... . . Jecry Reed
A.aal1tant SPOrts Editor . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. • . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . Dav id Pe>'1on
Feature Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Janie~ R1charda
Society Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bette Burnett
Buaineu Manacer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vince Gonzalez
Photoffaphers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph Shields, Jar,;ea Stone
Sdltorlal Counselor . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . William l'J'ancou
l'aeult7 Advlaor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. Paire PlU
COMMERCIAL PTG. & LITBO. CO.

•

I would suggest that an article
be written for The Parthenon
which would explain the purposes and regulations of Lyceum
publication. The value of the Lyceum cannot be over emphasized.
Thfink you very much for the
consideration of these matters.
MICHAEL D. BALLEY
St. Albans junior
(Editor's Note: See today's
paper for the first Lyceum of
the 1963-64 year and information regarding it. As for the
classified section · you succest
The Parthenon is willinc, as
a service to students, to publish notices of a Clll$ified nature as an experiment. The
continuance of this would
hinge on student use of this
service.

Campus Inquirer
By CAROLYN McDONEL
Staff Reporter
QUESTION: Should the library be kept open on Sundays?

a

WMUL Programs Set For Semester

•

•

Dear Editor:
I should like to know the possibility of consideration of the
establishment of a classified section for The Parthenon. The
benefits and services of such a
section need not be pointed out
except that it is difficult for a
student to reach by way of announcement any group of students of significant size. Perhaps
a reader's poll would provide an
indication of the interest in such
a section of the paper.
Another matter I feel which
needs much more emphasis is
The Lyceum. This has always
been a much needed means for
student and faculty to expound
individual ideas and opinions,
means that no professing college
should be without.

Effigy Hanging Called
High Schoolish Stunt
Tuesday an effigy was placed in
tree beside the University
Dining Hall bearing a sign marked "Dean Shaw."
Tpe usual reason for such action is generally supposed to be a
method of showing displeasure with a person or group.
However, we question the mature judgement of the people
who used such a juvenile action to display their feelings. On this
campus, there are several outlets for airing grievances. Among
these are the Student Senate, the adminstration, and The Parthenon.
Stanley Shaw, dean of men, stated that he felt this was a
means of letting off steam, and though not the best way, it was
better than action which might be destructi~e.
Regardless of the reason behind this action, we feel it is a
high-schoolish pra nk which accomplishes nothing and helps no one.
THE EDITORS -

•

showed the true spirit and college level sportsmanship such as
M a r s h a 11 displayed Saturday
night.
Also, I have never heard quite
so many comments, all favorable,
on a visiting band. This unit is
quite unique, around here anyway, in - that they are not · artired in the traditional uniforms
with all its gaudiness and frills.
They too were certainly a credit
to the name of Marshall University, and you should, as I know
yol!l are, be proud of them.
Yours very truly,
ARTHUR L. ROBB

Carolyn Thomas, Huntington
junior:

'

"Yes, I think so. It would especially benefit students who
work on Saturdays and can't get
to the library then."

Winston Sheets, Buf~lo senior:
" I don't believe enough students would use it to make keeping it open worthwhile. It really
isn't that important."

THOMAS

SHEETS

Donna Byer, Huntington sen-

ior:
"I think it should be open especially from 6:30 to 9:00 o'clock -....,,.,,......,_
at night. Students would rather
study on Sunday and need a
BYER
place to go."
W i 11 i a m
freshman:

Rice,

ISA MUM SALE

Huntington

"It's a good idea since students
are occupied with other things
besides studying on Saturdays.
Perhaps they could pay the librarians ovPrtime."

Th••••

RICE

•••••,. c,,,,•••
DR. THOMAS Bauserman,
professor of mathematics, bas
been appointed chairman of
the Department of Mathematics following the resipation
of Prof. Jam.es Barron. Dr.
Bauserman holds a B. S. degree from West Virginia Institute of Technology, M. A,
from Washington State University, and Ph. D. from the
University of Plttsburch. Be
bas been at Marshall since 1925
and bas received a fellowship
from the N a t I o n a I Science
Foqndation and a Science Fa- ·
culty Fellowship.

·chemistry Talk
Set Next Week
Dr. Lawrence E. Strong, director of. the Chemical Bond Approach Project (OBA>' will be
the guest speaker at the next
chemistry seminar. The seminar
will be held Nov. 5, at 4 p .m. in
the Science Building.
Dr. Strong is also professor and
chairman of the cheni.sitry depal'tment at Earlham C o 11 e g e,
Richmond, Ind. His topic will be
the C h e m i ca 1 Bond Approach
Project.
11he CBA Project represents an
attempt to develop a new. strategy for the presentation of high
school chemistry. This program
emphasizes laboratory work and
experimeltation. The CBA points
out that soiience is not just a oolIection af information, but -a process involving ,theory and experiment.
CBA materilwl.s have ooet\ tested in ,h igh schools for the past
four years.
The National Scier.ce Foundation .:,ponsors the Chemioal Bond
Approach Project.
Dr. John Wotiz, chairman of
the Chemistry Department, urges
all c h e m i s t r y majors in the
Teacher's College to 'b e present
at the seminar.

ISA Mum Sale will begin Monday from 8 a. m. until 3:30 p. m.
in the Student Union. The price
will be $1.50. Fraternity and sorority insignia will be put on free.
The sale ·wm -last until Frida"
Nov. 8.

& Term Papers Expertly Typed
Six Years Experience With Campbell, Form.

CALL JANE GIES ll1TH
RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M.
ROYAL
RENTALS -

TYPEWRIT.ERS
SALES

SERVICE
$5.00 one .montn
$13.50 three months

Rent applied to purchase

SPURLOCK'$ INC.
1318 ttb AVENUE

Complete Line of
Student Needs
Pbone 523-MSS
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THE -PARTHENON

______ Editorial Opinions

Stanley ANDSSage
•
Steamer
ay,ngs
...__ _ _ By KAY SAGE AND SAM STANLEY---~
Is the English Qualifying Examination really necessary?
Quite a few students think not. Their reasoning? If you
passed freshman and sophomore English, there's no point in taking another test.
But probably the real reason that there are foes of the exam,
is that they are like a lot of students and belong to the anti-test
club, or they flunked the qualifying exam and must take it over.
And many of the foes are just uninformed.
The only studying necessary for the test is some brushing
up on grammar-spelling, punctuation, ·e tc. When the time comes
for the test, the student needs three things-an ID card, a dictionary and a bail-point pen.
The student is given a topic from his major field, not a
specific topic, but a general topic on which he is certain to have
some knowledge. He then writes a theme on the topic.
That's the test. It· is gradH on sentence structure, spelling,
punctuation. In other words, it's bow you write, not so much
what you write that counts on this test.
Now most students should be able to pass such an exam. But
it is evident that some can't, mainly because they just can't write
grammatically. These people don't deserve to be college graduates, anyway.
The use of a dictionary during the exam is probably the lifesaver for most, and if you don't believe us, here is one instructor's examples of misspelled words received on themes from one
class, with the correct spelling in parenthesis: indenity (identity),
theirselfs (no such word), excape (escape), wheather (whether),
herd (heard), cx:onic (chronic).
A couple of sentences that also popped up were: "I am improving with my reeding, writting, and punction." And, ''My
hobby are hunting and fishing and a few other sports that don't
require much psical exercise because I have a miled asma condition."
These examples were taken from freshman English papers
and ar.e the works of high school graduates!
And many even got past their freshman English and still
have spelling problems. On a recent test in American literature,
the answer to a question was the Elysian Fields, the heavenly
pastures In Greek mythology. Here are some of the answers
received from students who thought they were answering the
question correctly:
Elysion Fields. Eurasian Fields, Elyinie F i e l d s, Pelysian
Fields, Eccelente Fields, Helium Fields, Elynum Fields, Lucian
Fields, Elusialn Fields, Elesion Fields, Helirim Fields.
These are just one teacher's· examples. So it is quite evident
that an English qualifying exam is needed. Or do you want to
have some Marshall graduates who can't reed or writ.
P. S. The next English Qualifying Exam is Nov. 23 in the
Science Auditorium for students who have passed 58 or more
hours and whose last name begins in the A to M category. The
N to Z group with 58 hours take their exam, Jan. 11.

•

•

•

Here and There: Someone has suggested a bell. in the library,
so students know when classes are changing. Besides having some
students who can't read or write, it looks like we have some that
can't even. tell time.
·
Elections for Homecoming queens are Monday . . . everybody is urged to vote . . . except maybe the students who can't
attend the Homecoming festivities because of their obligation to
the University Theater the same week end . . . But you know the
old saying-''The show must go on .. ,"
The Student Senate made a couple of good moves when they
banned pay mili:es and section-roping at football games . . .
Now all students can go to the union and football games free and,
In bot_. places, sit where they want to. . .
Marshall had a good clieering section at Louisville last Sat•
urday .. . and let's hope the spirit prevails through Homecoming
. . . With just one float in this year's par~de, we hope some
groups come up with some stunts to treat the alums . . .
If you wait till Mo;.day to have your picture taken for the
annual, you'll be too late . . .

Filth A venue College Marker
To Be Changed To University
By ROBERT ONEY
,scribing the authorization and
Staff Reporter
orgimi2Jation of the commission.
'J1lre old Marshall College ma·rk- 11he article summarizes the dedier on 5th Ave. at Elim St. will be cation of the 165 markers.
changed Ito Marshall University
Other "College" ma r k e r s
by the West Virgipia Historic around campus wa-e to be changCommission in the near future.
ed through sponsorship of several
Aiooording to Dr. Charles P. downtown merchants, but when
Harper, professor of p o l it -i c a 1 lee.rned al. the high cost, they
science and chairman of the West decided against it, according to
Vir.ginia Historical Commission, !\resident Smith.
this marker change is one of 165
Prices of the bronze markers
hi.crtioric, pre- historic, scenic, and range as fdllow:
geo?ogical highway markers apTwo plaques, 14 by 18 inohes,
proved and purchased by the $252;
cornmis9ion and private organiTwo plaques with seal, 32 by
zations.
18 inches, $67-6, or two plaques
Dr. Harper wrote an article in without seal, 32 by 18 inches, $485.
.t he Centennial Edition of the The markers can only be order"West Virginia Blue Book" de- ed .t wo at a time.

·111,ly To Go?
DR. JACK BROWN, professor
of Enrllsh, shows these students his stateroom on the
R. M. S. Queen Elisabeth that
he took on his tour of England
last summer. The students,
graduate assistants In the English Department, are (from
left) Rebecca Brown, Charleston, and Scarlett Mills, Huntington. Dr. Brown an4 his
wife will lead a literary tour
next summer.

Tour Planned
Sy Dr. Brown ·
Next Summer
A tour of England and Scotland, plus an added visilt to Paris,
is on the agenda for Library
Tour of England scheduled by
Dr. Jack Brown, profesoor of English, for JW1e 3 to July 14, 1964.
The year 1964 marks the 400th
anniversary of the bir.th of Shakespeare. The tour will include a
visit of several days at Stratfurdon-Av.on, where special festivities
will take place.
Itinerary will include a sevenday ocean voyage on the liner
Queen Elizabeth which wli.ll dock
at Southampton Junie 7.
Points of interest on the trip
.will include: Salisbury and a
tour of ,the Isle of Wight; Dorchester and a drive to Lyme Regis; Bath, with lunch at the Pump
Room; Gtoucester and• Stratoordon-Avon; Windermere, Canterbury and London. Then on to
Scotland.
On July 7 the group will tour
Le Harve and move on to Paris
f>or visits to the opera, Hotel des
Invalides (Tomb of Napoleon)
Sacre Coeur, Montmarte, Eiffel
Towel, and Patace of Versailles.
On July 8 there will be visits
to the Lefit Bank, Notre Dame
Cathedral, and dinner at the "La
Perouse," •f amous Lett Ban.It restaurant.
The return trip to the U.S. on
tihe Queen Elizabeth will begin
July 10.
Cost fur the entire tour per
person will be $1,324, including
t,ransportation, hotels, meals and
sight~eing trips.
Fullther information may be
obtained in the English Depar4ment from Dr. Brown or at itme
American Alubnobile Association.
Those students wishing to go
now and .pay later can contact
the Huntington Trust and Savings
Bank, 419 Ninth St.

1. Now that I'm a senior I have

to sta~t thinking about my
futll;l~· Will you marry me?
Will you be able to give me
all the things I crave -like
pizza pie and chow mein?

3. Equitable-it's Equitable.
It certainly is. It's also
fair, square, and just.
But I would still like to know
the name of the company.

5. Can it be you never listen to my
words? Is it possible that what
I thought was a real relationship
was but a romantic fantasy?
Is it conceivable that what
I took to be a solid foundation
was just a house of cards?
That what I thought was a
bright Harne was merely an
emotional flicker?

2. I've lined up a terrific job.
·
There's a choice of training
programs, good starting salary,
challenging work, and the chance
to move up. That's Equitable.
I agree- but what's the
company's nam,e ?

4. We're not communicating. l keep
telling you it's Equitable-and
you keep asking what's the name.
I keep agreeing your job
sounds good. But you
stubbornly refuse to tell me
who you're going to work for.

6. I'd hate to lose you, but at least
I'll still have my job with
Equitable-The Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the
United States.
Oh, The Equitable.
WhX didn't you say so?
We II have a June wedding.

For informa tion about career opportunities at Equitable, see yciur
Placement Officer, or write to William E. Blevins, Employment Manager.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York 19, N.Y.(01963
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Communism Vs. Capitalism--A Contrast
Professor Land
Compares Two
Major Systems

._.,.l"\-.~l\~i1/131r°W"Ji~

~

-

By RUFlJS L. LAND
Associate Professor of Economics
Ask the first hundred men
you meet on the street what they '
consider to be the (Jifference
between Communism and Capi- L~~:::~~~====---=-===·:··
. :-==:: :--:: .:•·:.··:.:.-:_
: · _ _:_::__ _:_.:..==..=~--;---=-:--:---:-:--::-:-- -:- -::---:-:-:-;------ - - -----:~
talism, and at least half of them
sent the same idealism in theory would inevitably replace Capitalcan be expected to indicate that
and in belief.
ism, after a revolution of course.
the Communists are the "bad
In the upper left are phrases
The greatness of this phase of
guys" and the Capitalists the
which may require some expia- Marxism lies, in Schumpeter's
"good guys."
nation as they have not lone opinion, in that "to the believer
Ask a hundred top students at
been allowed in "polite" read- it presents, first a system of ultiMarshall (a top student is one
Inc. Dialectic MateriaUsm is the mate ends that embody the meanwho is in my economics class,
term applied to the c en tr a I ing of life and are absolute standStudents, faculty and adminof course) the same question and
thoqltt in MarxJsm. It refers to ards by which to judge events
istration staff members are inthough their answers will be
the German (Fichte, Beeel and and actions; .and secondly, a
vited to contribute articles for
couched in orthodox economics
others) idea that the proeress of guide to those ends which imterms, they wil still consist of
civilisation takes the course 1. plies a plan of salvation and the use in The Lyceum which, if
warranted by the number and
trite superlatives in describing
Thesis z. Antithesis and finally indic8:tion of the evil from which
caliber of contributions, wlll
''our" side, and subtle expletives
3. Synthesis; or approximately mank~nd, ?r a chosen section of
appear weekly.
in describing the opposition.
that the mores or institutions of mankmd, 1s to be saved . . . As
There ts no restriction on
I actually conducted such a
a society build up procress in a every true prophet styles himsurvey and the a n s w e rs were
sinele direction somewhat simi- self the humble mouthpiece of subject matter. Anytbin&' that
generally in the class: democracy,
lar to the ampiitude of business his deity so Marx pretended no will stimulate the intellectual
economic choice, freedom, indiviprosperity until forces inherent more than to speak the logic of climate on campus will be used
insofar as it is not libelous or
dualism, enlightened government,
in the pro'eress accumulate coun- the dialectic processes of history."
irresponsible.
fair income, pi:ofits, and the like.
ter-attitudes which reverse the
In bis evaluation of Marx,
. Lyceum articles represent
I went further, after the manpressures; then an opposite'move- Econo~t B . Gordon Bayes
the oplnlons of the writers and
ner of a budding scholar strivment or swine of the pendulum rated bis dialectic as somethlne are not necessarily those of The
Ing to be the "top man on the
RUFUS L. LAND
ls in order until it, in its tum, "almost Divine," then continued
Parthenon. No censorship Is
quotum pole," and not to my
reaches a climax and then sub- to rate bis theories of State as
resorted to after an article ls
surprise I found that the ecoRufus L. Land, associate pro- sides.
beine reasonably acceptible, and
submitted. No deletions will be
nomic experts generally describe fessor of economics, came to
Marx added a materialistic bis Labor Theory of Valae as
made unless approved by the
ideologies in the same glowing Marshall in 19'6 followine a touch by doubting that the rever- downrlebt s i 11 y. Scbumpeter's writer.
terms. Indeed, I found an excel- 26-year career in the U.S. sal could occur without a more overall evaluation of Marx: "U
Those who wish to contribute
lent definition of an ideology in Army.
violent antidote, hence his Theory Marx was often wroq so were to The Lyceum shoald send
a good liberal book "The AmerProfessor Land retired from of Revolution. In the words of bis critics often far from rtebt their articles to , The Editor,
ican Business Creed," by Eco- the Anny with the rank of Schumpeter the Marxian dialec- • •• the aathor of so many misc/o The Parthenon. These arnomist Seymour Harris, Labor colonel after serving on the tic is described as:
conceptions was also the first to
Leader (now dead), James To- Army's General Staff.
visualise what at the present ticles shoald be typewritten,
"l. The forms and conditions time (1943) is still the economic double-spaced. Articles m a s t
bin, and others. Their description:
Bom in Pineville, Miss., Pro1. Selectivity as to subject mat- lessor Land received bis B.S. of production are fundamental theory of the future for which be received by Monday for the
ter, evidence and reasoning.
in engineering from the United determinants of social structures we are slowly and laboriously followlne Friday's publication.
Aeain, the editors uree stu2. Simplicity to the point, and States Military Academy at which in turn breed attitudes, accumulatlnc stone and mortar,
actions
and
civilizations.
dents
to help make The Lybeyond, of over simplification.
West Point in 1926, and bis
statistical facts and fundamental
ceum an oatstandiq feature of
3. The use of language for the M.A. from Marshall in 1948.
"2. The forms of production equations."
purpose of arousing emotion.
He bas completed all of bis themselves have a logic of , their
Russian Communism today is the university newspaper.
4. Limitation of context to the course work for the Ph. D.
own; that is to say they change in the late stages of transitional tral planning. History will be the
· publ'1cl Y accept •
p rof essor L and is
· listed in according to the necessities in- control from the dictatorial prouse of w h a t is
judge of whether Russia's "tranible.
"Who's Who in the East" and herent in them, so as to produce letarian state in the direction of sitional control" is a step toward
Elsewhere in this article I " Men o f s c •· e n c e," and b e,s their successors merely by their greater communal control. The Socialism or a step backward
have complied a representative w rltten numerous AnnY mono- own working."
Stalin phase, and to some extent toward Totalitarianism.
list of terms &'leaned from learn- oleues, principally on mecbMarx laid great stress on the the Khrushchev era, can be callThe obvious contrast between
ed treatises on Communism and anbation and communications. individual and his dependence ed "Statism" _ another Hegelian Communism and Capitalism as
Capitalis.m. Appropriately, I have
on realism: "The ideal is noth- concept that the State is the ideologies lies in the relative
arrayed them with Marxism on someone whose name is lost in ing else than the material world supreme being whereas the peo- dignity of the members of the
the left, Russian Communism on my memory). I mean to imply reflected in the human mi nd a nd ple in the State are merely cells two societies. In the United States
the inside left, then an iron wall. by such strong language that so translated into forms of th0Ught" which must cli.'lg to their phy- there is a strong bias that every
On the extreme rteht is "pure" long as Capitalists believe in (Das Kapital, Vol. 1• page 25 >· siological functions in order to man, woman and child above the
CapitaUsm, with modem Amert- democracy and freedoqi "Some- He P 1 a c e d the "capitaliSt ex- survive. It is often referred to, mental age of two years has the
can Capttalism on the f n side one up there will tolerate us." ploiter" in the stream of history also, as "Economic Fascism" - right, the privilege - nay the
richt.
The other set of terms in the as the logical successor to the using a term somewhate incor- obligation - of analyzing and
The terms are likewise group- upper right, Pure Competition "feudal exploiter" and predicted rectly to connote repressive gov- criticizing the political and eco(Continued on Page 5)
ed under convenient headings and Aversion to Monopoly, repre- a future in which Socia 1 ism ernment under the guise of cen8 u ch as Philosophical Orienta- .--- - -- - -_
_ __ ..!....__ _ __ _M
__N_S_
M_ _
A_M_E_R_I_
C_AN_ CA
_ P_I_
T-ALI_S_M............_ P_U_R_E_C
_A
-:--P
- 1-T-::A-:-L-:--IS::-M
- --,
tion (Ideological bias), and so
MARXISM
RUSSIAN COM U I
on. My obviously biased discus(Scientific Socialism)
sion will consist of taking pairs
of terms from the chart, and exPhilosophical Orientation (Bias)
plaining their meaning in ecoEconomic Freedom
Transitional Control
Democratlsm
Dialectical Materialism
nomic thought. .
Pure Competition
Revolution
Statlsm
Aversion to Monopoly
At the upper right the common
term Economic Freedom means
Underlying Assumptions
\
individual choice not subjected
General Equalibrlum
to monopoly or governmental
Equl-Mar&'fnal .Enterprise
Distributional Equality
Surplus Value
control. The companion (coined)
Contributory Government
Marslnal Productivity Income
Social Incentives
Economic Emphasis .
Mlnlmum Government
term, Democratism, is often used
Total Transformation
Theories of State
to indicate pseudo- or subjective
democracy, but is not here inInstitutional Characteristics
. terpreted as derogatory. Indeed
Free Enterprise
Capital Accamalation
Merit Secreption
Classless Society
it represents one of the most
Profit
Motives
Free Choice
Party
Control
Common
Property
important parts of my approach
Economic Man
PaternaUsm
Collectivism
Communal Control
to economic philosophy: it is what
Imperialism
Rationlne Function of Price
Plannlne
World Synthesis
a man thinks that is important.
Trade Protection
Geopolitical Aecression
Utopianism
I try to teach that when a
y o u n g s t e r stops believing in
Typical Accusations
Santa Claus he commits his first
Economic Waste
Terrorism
great sin; it is only a series of
War-Moneerlne
Exploitation
Welfare State
Slave Labor
short steps to loss of belief in
country, in family ties, in love
and fidelity, and possibly the
Outstanding Successes
fading of belief in Deity; hence
M8$Sive Production
Rucced Individualism
Basic Education
Class Conscience
to a "hell on earth" built on
Political Freedom
Economic Growth
doubt and loneliness (quoting

lyceum Needs
•
Contrib ut,ons
Jo Stay Alive
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Comparison Is Made Of Two Ideologies
(Continued frorr.Page 4)
nomic systems; along with an
amazing tolerance of the actions
of those who merely wish to
destroy. It must be assumed that
the despoiiers in Russia have long
since been laid away.
A discussion of the economics
of Marxism and Pure Capitalism
contains far more comparisons
than contrasts. Marx was himself
a good orthodox mapitalist in
his basic t he or y, such as the
Labor Theory of Value. His followers clung to these "dated"
theories far too long because
they were justifications for their
philosophy. It is only recently
that Russian Economists h a v e
developed badly needed theories
to be used in their p l a n i:J. i n g
(Novoshilov who rec•mtly rediscovered opportunity costs, and
Kantorovich who was a pioneer
of the simplex method of linear
program.m ing).
At the same time the adherence by Capitalists to the assumptions of pure competition
and equilibrium have been less
understandable; even the Marginal Productivity T h e o r y of

Wages, which was out of date in
1900 when it was the economic
"law of tl}e land," is being continually resurrected because its
theoretical equilibrium is necessary to the science of Econometrics.
The principal difference between Pure C a p i t a 1i s m and
American Capitalism is that the
former assumed autoµiatic long
run balance, while the l at t er
holds that it is a conscious act
of the owner-entrepreneur (Equimarginal Enterprise).
Hence the best definition of

modern Capitalism as "the owner, or his chosen representatives,
manipulate the other factors of
production for the purpose of
maximizing profits." Marxism can
be quite well defined as the defense against such manipulation.
Strange a!so, is th~ overpowering economic emphasis in both
Communism and Capitalism. Pure
Capitalism assumed that the aggregate social benefit can be obtained by adding the individual
economic contributions of the
society-leaving the thought that
maximum social benefit is far
greater than the maximum economicJ>enefit (and requires noneconomic incentives) to Abba
Lerner and the Socialists. Marxism achieves the same emphasis
by its materialistic belief that
economic satisfactions are the
sole ingredient in distributional
value. The fact that both Russia
and the U n i t e d States have
achieved massive production of
social goods while denying their
existence in principle is difficult
to understand.
Neither is there a major difference between Marxist Theories of State and the Capitalist
trend toward greater governmental participation. Marx described th e pre-revolutionary
State alternately as a tool of
oppresison and as a cancerous
growth on society; revolution
overthrows this state and institutes the Communist equivalent
of Democracy; then eventually
this Proletarian State will wither
away as people become qualified
to do their own social planning.
If there is a difference it is an
argument as to the permissible
speed of the evolution and in the

forms of the resulting Ut opia.
Central Planning, on the other
At least one Economist opines hand, has been Russia's greatthat there will be a system of est success - pointing up the
Communism in Heaven, but that fact that all emergencies seem
the people there will prove In- to find their best solutions in
capable of operating it at the de- centralization. Of course, there
sired level of significance. Time can be arguments even in this
and space prevent more detailed sector: it has been demonstrated
discussion of the Underlying As- that Russia, a NEW economy, is
sumptions and Institutional Char- moving at a faster pace than tlie
acteristics of the competing ideo- United States, a MATURE ecologies, so that the bland state- nomy. "We shall bury you" says
ment of similarity must be left Khrushchev in a cartoon, "as
without defense,
soon as you feed us back to
It would be naive to assume strength."
that there is little difference beStatistics can be used to prove
tween distributional systems, anything ("There are liars ownership, _incentives and plan- and statisticians" ), so why not let
ning. It is just as naive for a me try one: Russia is ahead of
proponent of loyalty to absentee the United States in only two
ownership to criticize the idea of significant items - the producloyalty to society. The Commu- tion of potatoes, and the connist proclaims "from him accord- sumption of potatoes !
ing to his ability, to him accordOne pair of terms under Ining to his needs" at his economic stitutional Characteristics m a·y
altar; the Capitalist practices the be used to show the opposite poles
same result with the feeling that of methodology: Geopolitical Aghe' is so "filthy rich" he can af- gression and Imperialism, both
ford Socialism; it is probably criticisms of the major econocorrect to say \hat he resents mies. G e o p o I i i i c s is a social
the government "horning in" on science based on the belief in the
his God-given monopoly of pat- inevitable influence of geography
ernalism. History is quite con- on history. Germans and Japavincing in its a r g u men t that nese, and to some extent Rus Capitalism has worked and will sians, used the drive for selfcontinue to worlc (this statement sufficiency (autarky) as justifion the authority of G. B. Shaw, cation for conquest of convenient
himself a leading Socialist).
sources of supply. Capitalist counCurrent history is again em- tries long practiced Colonialism
phasizing the failures of Com- and Mercantilism as bases on
munism, as in the field of agri- which to build great economies.
culture: "Marx was a City Boy," The United · States has hen a
said Mitrany, "his analysis of the notable exception by mo vi n g
evolution of agriculture has no- along a line which can be called
where been proved right; his economic Imperialism: "The Flag
prescription for the organization · follows .t he Dollar."
of agricultural production has
The be~evolerice of the United
never come to be practiced as a States in supporting the ecopart of normal evolution."
nomic world has, however, prov-

ed its own logic in the high motives of freedom; and has been
more acceptible because of the
policy of limiting retaliation and
movemei:it to s i mp l e counterdiplomacy.
It is not clear criticism to say
that Russia would only support a
w o r I d ' committed to Marxism,
since we can almost say that
Marxism represents just about
all the f r e e d o m and religion

which a Russian has ever known
(my bias, of course). It might
even be more charitable to say
that Communist "World Synthesis" is the spread of an Ideology rather than the spread of
power: English Democracy once
conquered the known world by
permeation. But say what you
will - there ,is an iron wall between the eastern and western
worlds, and a wall of political and
economic methodology may remain until the end of time.
Some eye-brow lifting might
be occasioned by the listing of
the principal accomp\jshments of
the different s y s t e m s. What's
yours? Wherein lies the fear of
one against the other? Not in
education, since education is a
sure antidote for lack of freedom;
not in economic growth, since
growth is relative and largely a
reflection of methods of counting.
I have an idea that the greatest fear of Americans is the probability of success of central planning: we may have to give up a
few "degrees of ffeedom" and
"join t hem before we can lick
them;" but suppose they do catch
up economically . as they have
scientifically? We shall always
stay well ahead of them in ideology - time is on our side. So
is history! So is God!

Foreign Students To Go Home
Via Red Cross Tape Records
Foreign students will soon be
able ito .talk to their parents via
recordings f u r n i s h e d by the
American Red Cr.oss.
Mrs. Ste wart H . Smith, wife of

WMUL Program
Schedule Available
The staff of WMUL, Marshall
Univer!jity'_s radio station, points
out that all Hsteners who have
not received their program schedule for •the fall semester are not
on ,their malling list. To ,be sure
that you get one at the start of
each semester fill out a sl,ip wi.th
your name and address at .the
studio.
WMUL broadcasts e a c h day
from 3 p.m. until 10 p.m. with the
finest in education programs and
adult music. They also cover all
home games during :football and
basketbaU season, and the Metropolitan .opera, live from New
York each Saturday starting
Dec. 7.

ATrENDS MEETING
Mrs. Ruby Foose, associate professor of home economics, recently attended a meeting of the
North Atlantic Regional Conference of C o 11 e g
Teachers of
Clothing and Textiles in New
York City.
The purpose of the four-day
conference was to help home economic teachers improve methods
of teaching clothing and textiles.
The conference went to the National Museum of History to
study Inca textiles, some of
which dated back to 2500 B. C. A
talk was given by Dr. Ruth
Gates of Pennsylvania State University.

e

President Smith, has been making the ·a rrangements for the free
service. She is a volunteer Red
Cross aide.
The recordings will be made at
the American Red Cross Headquarters at 724 10th Avenue
friom Nov. 18 to Dec. 2. Students
are to call 522-0328 for appointments between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.an.
Ther.e will !be no charge for
the recordings. The Red Cross
will furnish not only the reoording fiacilities but the envelope
and postage necessary fur mailing.
.D r. John Martin, foreign student adviser, said ,t hat this is the
first time such a service has been
oMered to Ma11Shall students. 1
There .are •fifteen foreign students on campus this semester.
This is a reoord foreign enrollment, surpassing the 1962-63 enrollment of 13.

Deadline Dec. 15
For 'Et Cetera' ·
'l1he deadline for contributions
to "Et Cetera" has been set fur
Dec. 15, aooording to Joe Hughes,
Moundsville seni:or and magazine
editor.
The five categories ·a re poetry,
short fictwn, drama, essay, and
graphics, which i n c 1 u d e s art,
photography, and sketches. Cash
prizes of· $10 first place and.1 $5
second place will be awarded in
each category if the material submitted warrants it.
Contributions are to <be brought
or sent to "Et Oetera", in care of
•the Honors House, 1712 Fif,t h
Ave.

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Mepthol-lced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting a roma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
How intelligent!
{B)
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Muskingum Deals Frosh
3rd Straight Loss, 21-6
By RICHARD EDWARDS
Sports Writer
The MU freshman football team received its third straight loss
of the current campaign, at New Concord, Ohio, Monday.
The Little Green fell victim to a superior Muskingum eleven
in suffering a humiliating 21-6 loss.
SCORING BY QUARTERS
Marshall
Mmkingum

O O O 6- 6

O 7 7 7-21

Statistics

Marshall

First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing
Passes
Passes intercepted by
Fumbles Lost
Punts
Penalties

Mmkingum

20
382
70
6-14
2
1
2-20.1
2-20

5

31
99
3-10
0

2
6-39.4
3-26

SCORING

Musk -

Bonifield 37 pass from Milmi. (Sager Kick).

Musk - Brown 7 yard run. (Sager Kick) .
Musk - Brown 1 yard run. (Sager Kick).
MU - Simpson 68 pass from Harenza. (Kick failed).

The Ohio freshmen scored in
The one time the frosh did hold
each of the last three quarters. was a very important time to
The first score of the afternoon start (from a scoring point of
came late in the second quar- view). It was first down and two "VICKIE" YOUNG, "Queen"
ter, when the Muskingum quar- yards to go for a touchdown. The for the Sig Ep Homecoming
terback, Arthur Milmi hit end Little Green held. Muskingum this week, is s ho w n (bare
Larry Bonifield with a 37-yard tried their best runners and they shoulders) with her (?) escort,
aerial which put his team in could not budge the Marshall line. Rick Steiner, after the intraThis happened late in the fourth 'mural football game Monday.
front to stay.
Musk.ingum's second and third quarter and the Ohioans already In the first row are the cheerleaders: Craig Wolverton, Bank
scores came as the result of led by 21 points.
Kautz was very pleased with Cloxton and Bill Bright. The
Marshall fumbles. Early in the
second half, Marshall was well the performances of ends Dennis "Band" members are Rick
on its way to tying the score, Miller and Simpson, halfback Wilkes, Fred Young, Ron
havin1 moved the ball 30 yards William Jackson, ·and fullback Scaggs, Rick Reish, Marc Kramer, Larry Schuler, John Kirkin just three plays. With the ball Andy Socha.
Injuries in the game were suf- ley and Sheldon Rousch. The
restin1 on the Muskingum 48__<_?)_is_W_a_lt_T_r_e_an_o_r._ _
yard stripe, and a first and 10 fered by guard Herb Young and 1-P_r_ess
situation, the Little Green fumb- 1 center Keith Winters. Both sufSPANISH HONORARY
led, Muskingum recovered , the fered knee injuries.
Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish Honloose ball and the scoring threat
The freshmen close their searary,
elected officers Tuesday,
was stopped. But to stop Mar- son nex t Monday night at the
t. 29.
shall's chance of scoring did ·not University of Cincinnati. Coach
Elected were: Paige Estler, .
satisfy the Ohioans. These fresh- Kautz said, "We might just win
men wanted to strike while MU this one. Cincinnati has lost all Fort Lauderdale, Fla., junior,
was still confused, and they did. its games also, although I haven't resi~en~; Dal~ Terre~, HuntingAfter recovering the loose heard yet what they did this past to? ~umo~, vice_ presid~nt; and
Vicki Smith, Nitro semor, secfootbaH, Muskingum crossed the weekend."
retary-treasurei;.
Little Green's goal line in just
eight plays, making the score
14-0.
After taking its third kickoff
of the afternoon, Marshall started
to move the ball. The MU frosh
looked as though it would be
only a matter of time until they
Mike Hicks said (see Big Green Profiles) that the Western
would cross the Muskingum goal
for the first time that afternoon. . Michigan game tomorrow is a "must" if the Big Green hopes
With the ball deep in Muskingum to win the MAC crown.
Head Coach . Charlie Snyder knows that this is a crucial
territory, Marsh a 11 fumbled
again, and again the Ohioans re- game. All of the team members know it.
The Parthenon wishes the Big Green luck - the "breaks"
covered.
It took Muskingum 15 plays to -in tomorrow afternoon's gridiron battle at Kalamazoo, Mich.
cover 80 yards, and to make the We know the team will put out 100 per cent. Win, lose or draw,
we know the team will be fighting hard for that important
score 21-0 in their favor.
·
Marshall took the ensuing kick- victory.
All of the students, faculty and administration will be pulloff on their own four-yard line,
and moved the ball to their own ing for a victory against a tough opponent. All of us know that
32-yard stripe in two plays. At the spirit of the Big Green-the desire to win-has never been
this point, quarterback Joe Bar- greater.
On behalf of those of us who remain at home-glued to the
enza faded back deep in his own
end zone and spotted his favorite radio accounts of the game-good luck, Charlie. Good luck, team!
THE EDITORS
targ-et, end Ken Simpson, wide
open downfield. Barenza toued a
perfect strike to Simpson, who
tucked the ball under his arm and
plloped 68 yards for the only
Marshall score of the aftemoon.
Freshman Coach Charlie Kautz
was very displeased with the authority in which the Muskingum
eleven ran over, around, and
through the MU line. He said,
, when asked about the Muskingum
Wf U5l llllN PlllA DOU6lt
team, 'They were big and rug..,,_ ............ Wi!IMII
ged, but my boys should have .
stopped ·s ome of those backl on
third down and long yardage.
405 29th Street
Only after the game was already
Telephone 5Z2-90Z3
lost, did ~ur line start stopping
them."

fraternitr 'Queen'

Good Luck, Big Greenl
We're Pulling For You

lf/.O!I,

BRASHING
TOUCH
•.. twNd suit with
blazer vest

1 color-coordinated

If fashion were listed
on the big board
it would read BTS . . .
Brashing Touch Suit.
Our distinctive model
features a rugged
new tweed, a new
concept in fashion
design that shows color
in dimension.

luxurious

ALPA TONE & rugged
LAND '0 TWEED
JACKETS
The fashionable look
in casual wear,
our Alpa Tone jackets
boast a luxurious, soft
hand . . . while our
Land'O Jackets feature
a rugged, Shetland-type
tweed. Here are jackets
made of the finest tweeds
in the world and
loomed in fine mills in
Britain and America.

'1/<>uA

c,,.tw;

Pl.uuu!

l-luntington's Most Fashionable Men's end Boy's Store

IN HUNTINGTON

ON TENTH

1
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MU Faces Tough .Broncos Tomorrow

The Sports
Corner
By JERRY REED. _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,
Sports Editor
The city of Louisville, famous for its horse racing, provided
the setting for the MU-University of Louisville grid tilt last
weekend and it just seemed like nothing could go right _for
either the football team or the Big Green band.
To begin with, Ray Henderson, halfback on the squad, ara toothache would be an understatement because Henderson was
in real pain and had to have two teeth extracted causing him to
miss the game. It might be added that he not only missed the
game but he missed a few good meals and was confined to a liquid
diet. Well, like I say, this was just the beginning of the mishaps.
On Saturday the band arrived in Louisville and no one
was there to meet it. Because of · this the band wasn't able to
practice until just before the game. But from other comments
overheard, receptions aren't big things in Louisville because
Neal "Whitey" Wilson, MU athletic director, had to locate the
athletic director of UL, instead of the regular routine of the
home team's reception committee welcoming the vistors.
Then came the big game between MU and the Cards. What
happened? Well, that's all in the past, but Coach Charlie Snyder
put it very well when he said "fumbles happen every day, but
it was just unfortunate . that they hit us when they did." The
Big Green lost the game but it wasn't because the team wasn't
"up" for the game nor was it due to the fact that it didn't play
a good game. It was mainly because of the two quick TD's that
UL scored within the opening four minutes that broke the backs
of the MU players. What else could go wrong?
The band put on a good halftime show, but one number that
was played was interesting to the Louisville fans. The band came
up with the tune of "Hey, Look Me Over." You ask what is so
interesting about this? Well, it seems that there was a political
convention in Louisville concerning the election of a new governor and the theme song of one of the candidates was this
very same tune.
But what was more interesting was that the president ·of the
UL boosters club was a member of this candidate's opposing
party and, as a matter of fact, the whole town of Louisville was.
Of course the song had no connection with the convention, but
it was amusing. To top things off the band and the team were
staying at the same hotel that was convention headquarters for
the candidate.
Jim Cure was voted lineman of the week by the sportswriters ·
and he certainly did a good job pulling down passes; but two
other guys on the Big Green squad that got a lot of attention
were center Tom Good and guard Bill Winter. Not taking anything away from Cure, but the interior linemen had. quite a job
to do against much bigger opponents than has been faced all
season. And it was seen that our linemen could do the job, but
after awhile the weight advantage began to tell.
NOTES AND QUOTES . . .
Homecoming isn't until next weekend, but there was a homecoming , game in the intramural touch football game between
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Alpha Epsilon. It was homecoming
day for the Sig Epps complete with band, cheerleaders, and a big
crowd of supporters. The band was composed of pledges beating
on garbage can drums, clashing garbage can lid cymbals. The
cheerleaders were pledges complete with skirts and unique
chee.r s. The SPE team won the game. Now let's hope that the
enthusiasm that was shown 'for this game can multiply and
carry over to the ~ame a~ainst Bowling Green and make the
Big Green . Homecoming a big success.
Dick Raklovits, Western Michigan scout, commented at the
Louisville football game that the Broncos have a young team that
makes a lot of mistakes; but MU Coach Snyder said he watched
a movie of the WMU team in action and they didn't make a mistake in it. So Raklovits could have shown a trace of modesty concerning his team or he could have been just plain deceiving. Tomorrow will tell the tale though when the two teams clash.
The crowds for the Big Green football. games have gone from
rood to fair to better in the three home games so far. A total of
24,000 fans have attended the rames with biggest crowd, 9,000,
watchinr the Kentucky State game. · Hopes are high for a sellout crowd for the Homecoming tilt against the Bowling Green
Falcons. This will depend on the outcome of the MU-WMU contest tomorrow since ·a win would put the Bir Green in contention
for the Mid-American Conference title· of which the Falcons now
are In .top spot.
TOURING THE CONFERENCE CIRCUIT . . .
In six games, Jim Grey of Toledo, has accounted for 1,079
yards on rushes, passes, kickoff returns and punt returns. He
picked up one TD against WMU last week to keep the national
scoring lead which he took over last week.
Bowling Green is rolling along not only in football but in
cross country, winning nine meets and losing one in preparatioh
for the tournament it will host Nov. 9. From the looks of things
this team could very easily win the MAC meet if it can get by
Miami and · OU in the All-Ohio championships tomorrow.

'Dhe Big Green takes on Western Mliohigan UniveMity oom«row at 2 p.m. in what ooull.d be
the deciding factor in the MidAmerican Conference race. The
game will be played · at Kalamazoo, Mich.
MU is aiming for its first winning sea.son since 1957, but equally
~ ,important is that this game
oould put the Big Green in top
eontention fCJr .the MlAC title.
"I don't like to say iit is a must
game 'b ecause we feel every game
is extremely important to us. Ilf
we do win the :game tomor-row
it would put us in a good position
in the oonference," Coach Charlie Snyder said, while preparing
lfior the WMU tilt.
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WMU 'Looks Good'
'They ,got otf. to a slow start
Wltlilh a kiss to Wii.sconsin, which
MIKE mcKS
is highly rat8d in the nati~n, but
.t hey look real ~ to us," Ooaoh
Snyder pointed out.
'The ooss to Louisvilile· shouldn't
give ,t he players a discouraging
feeling. In that game we just
failed to capi.talfae on a few opportunities in the .second h:alf and
It's make or break tomorrow afternoon against Weistern
that's w.halt hurt 'us," S n yd er
Michigan. The Big Green knows it, the coaches know it, the
-added.
WMU operates from an "in- fans know it. . .
One of the fortresses of strength for Marshall's "do-or-die"
verted I" formation and Coach
Snyd~r pointed out that it likes gridiron struggle will be Mike Hicks, 6-2, 240-pound tackle who
the option .play where the quar- has played in every varsity game since joining the Big Green
ter.back or halffi>aeks run or pass. three seasons ago.
The 20-year-old senior from Charleston says, "The rame
"They ihave a re'al fine passer
in their quarterback Troy Allen, against the Broncos is a 'must' rame, but all four of the remainand their halfbacks, ,E lword Mil- ing MAC games are. I think we have as rood a chance as ~~
ler 'a nd Geor.ge Iler, were former team in the MAC to win the title. We fight Just as hard as any ·
quarterbacks, now h.a.l&acks, and of the others, and if the ruys play as they have played, we'll
they both pass ~od from the run- win it."
As the rugged interior lineman sees it, the Big Green has
ning halfback position," the MU
had good' -players in the past, but when the breaks didn't occur .
mentor commented.
The Big Green ,wiJIII. -use the for MU the players were "down" a little.
"This year the team fights back," he said. "Other teams are
same starting team that it has
ibeen g.oing with in the past. On making mistakes and we are capitalizing on them. And, "he
defense, ,Dennis Gerlach possibly emphasized, "the attitude of the team is just great."
The Morehead and Louisville games are cases in point, he ·
will be called on to handle. the
defensive end chores in place of says.
"The Morehead game was embarrassing to us and to the
Jim Lewis.
End Jim Perry, who broke a coaches," he said. "I brooded about it for two or three days afterbone in .his foot in the Maimi wards; but we came back strong. Even though we lost at Louisgame, will probably make the ville, the team did not give up. That's what I mean by mental
trip, ,b ut he will be used spar- attitude being great."
The physical education major began his football playlnr days
ingly, if at -a ll, ·b ecause it is not ·
known yet whether the injury is on the sandlot, then continued the sport in junior and senior hirh
fully healed.
schools. Under Coach Carl (Doc) Young at Charleston, Hicks
played tackle and closed out his senior year there as an all-state
Uphill Battle Seen
selection. He's been a tackle ever since-including Little Green
"We\re •looking for an uphilll team efforts.
battle all the way against MarHe came to Marshall on athletic scholarship. "I've really had
shall because we feel thev have a ball since I've been here," he .said.
a good, sound -b all club that is
Practically a 60-minute player-like his partner Everett
re al 1 y coming along," WMU Vance-Hicks hopes to become a teacher when he graduates if
Coach Merle Schlosser said, while a pro football contract doesn't materialize.
appraising the Big Green.
"I've been approached by pro scouts, or had letters from
''We've got a young team since them, including such , teams as the Dallas Cowboys, Green Bay
we only 'have one or .t wo players Packers and New York Giants."
tha,t have had eJq>e.rience, and
Does he have the weight, speed and size?
this has affected us all season.
. "I don't know if I could play tackle in the pro league. I
They -are beginning in develop think I'd be better at guard or linebacker because of my weight."
~ and now we're fooking for
As for speed, Hicks has run the 100-yard dash in 11 seconds
better things to happen," Coach even when he weighed 240 pounds. In 40-yard dashes, as part
Schlosser saiod.
of Big Green practice, he's run it in 5.1 seconds. Jack Mahone,
"Marshall has all the ingre- fastest member of the team, runs it in about ·4.8.
dients of a good !football team,
Head Coach Charlie Snyder had - this to say about the
such as ,a good quarterback, two· bruising tackle: "He's a good boy and a fine football player. He's
good ends and one of the best got good size and good speed and he has an excellent chance to
backfields I've seen there in a play pro football if he wants to."
,l ong time," the coach noted.
Hicks would like to give it a try. If that shouldn't pan out,
"(Howie) Miller has really im- he plans to continue his studies at Marshall to get a master's
pl'ESSed us and I want in say he degree in either history or social studies.
really shows me a :lot with his
One of the unusual things about the giant-sised Hicks is that
nmn:ing and passing. I think he's he's never been seriously hurt in football. Bruises, yes. But
ooming into rhis own as a good nothing serious.
quarterback," Sc:hlosser said.
"I've ben real lucky," he said.
"Jack Mahone is every bit as
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hicks, generally watch
good as Toledo's Jim Grey be- him in most of the home games, but dad makes sure he doesn't
cause he's elusive, a good runner miss the opener of each season.
and just an all-around good play"He played end at West Virginia State," Mike pointed out,
er," Coach Schlosser continued. "and after we've played that first game he always tells me what's
',Marshall ihas ithe .best defensive wrong with the team."
team that I've seen since I've
Mike's older brother, Nathan, is enrolled at George Washbeen at Western. Bill Winter has ington University's law school. A younger sister, 12, is an avid
impressed us as being one of the fan of Mike's.
outstanding linemen in the con~
While he's_looking ahead, the games which thrilled him the
ference and linebacker T om m y most were the 13-6 upset victory over Xavier last year, and the .
Good is doing a great job."
defeat of Buffalo University 10--8 this season.

s

Broncos Game .'Must,'
Says Big Mike Hicks
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Faculty, Staff

Grad· Student Sought
To Fill Post In Senate;
Other Action Is Noted
The need for a graduate senator is still a problem to the
Student Senate, wfiich met
briefly Wednesday night. Student body vice president, Marna
Paulovicks, Wheeling senior, reported that there had been no
response :from last week's plea
for a student to fill the position
of graduate senator.
On1y one graduate senator is
s e a t e d and this is preferably
a student who will be in school
both semesters of this school
year. Graduate students who are
interested in this position should
contact Claren Brooks Andrews,
Arlington, Va., senior, by phone,
525-0031.

Chart Considreed
Student body president, Ken
Gainer, Charleston seni.o r, referred senators to a · chart in the
S t u d e n t Government Manual
which outlines the adminstrative
channels of the student government and remarked that some of
the secretaries had under their
jurisdiction commissions which
were not related.
He cited as an example the
position of Secretary of Athletic
Affalrs which has in its realm
the Greenbackers Co-mmission.

He noted that these two groups
are not related. Virgil "Butch"
Jones, Huntington senior, is the
Secretary of Athletic Affairs.
Secretaries Overworked
President Gainer .also noted
that while some secretaries who
c o mp o s e the Student Cabinet
have only a few groups to oversee, others are overloaded. He
asked the senate to consider during the week the possibilities of
reorganizing this administrative
chain.
Ted Wiley, Lewisburg senior
senator, introduced a motion,
which the senate approved, that
would set meetings of the Student Court at a time convenient
to .t:l the justices. In the past,
the court has met immediately
following Student Senate sessiom
on Wednesdays.
He explained that since meetings usually began at 9 p. m., it
was difficult for women justices
on the court to return to their
dormitories before the closing
hour. The opposition to this motion argued that the reason for
the previously set meeting time
was to allow the court to 'render
decisions immediately after senate sessions. Mrs. Andrews led
the opposition.

Queens' Election Slated
As Polls Open Monday
(Continued from Page 1)
Marshall are Bill seniors. Next
Wednesday's Parthenon wiLI ca,ru,y
the final ,talies of the election.
Just the seleoti:on of .t he Homecoming queens will not be all
that the student 'b ody will decide
upon inside the voting booths, for
they also vote either yea or nay
on an amendment w:hkh will likewise be on the ballot.
I This amendment brings forth
the issue of scholastic averages
of candidate seeking the offices
of president and vice president
af tihe student body. Acoording
1Jo this particular amendment, for
a person to be elected tJO eilther
of thie two top seats in 11he Student Government, he,. or she,
must have a soholasti<: average of
2.5. Only 2. is presenUy required.
De an Thompson, Huntington

Post-Grad Hopefuls
•
S8 t FOr InterVleWS
All students enrolled in the
Counseli.ng Program f.or Encourageinent of Graduate Study are
expected to report for their interviews no later than N
22
Students who do not repo~v~th~
in this period wm be dropped
from the graduate encouragement
list. Students who are not maintaming a cumulative quality point
average af 2.5 or better are advised ,t,o w:ithdraw from •the program.
St~ents who wish to change

to a different d e p a r t m e IIl t or
counselor can .make the arrang~me.ms •byhiseemg
Dr. A. Marvm
ff'
M3 A
Tyson m · s O ice,
17 ·

METHODISTS TO MEET
There will be a meeting of the
Methodi9t Student Movement on
Monday in the Ca.'Upus Om-istian
Center Oonferenc~ Room at 4
p.m.

a:tternate junior senator, and one
of the coordinators of the Homecoming Commission, added further details concerning the annual festivities in a speciallyprepared report to the Student
Senate last week.
Parade Leader Due
Thompson said tbalt Lt. Col.
Patrick H. M.organ, chairman of
the ROTC Department, was being
highly considered to officiate as
ir..arshal in the splashy HomeOO!n'ing parade, Nov. 9.
The 'big parade is planned to
begin its Ye a r l y swing down
Fourth Avenue about noon.
Ac-0erding to John M. Say.re,
dire c·t or of development and
alumni affairs, the Logan Branch
of ithe univ er s i .t y .has already
se1ected its Homecoming queen.
She is Susan Thomas, a freshman .fr-om Logan.
Sayre sai,d that Miss Thomas
was el1ected Tuesday ou,t of a field
of five candidates. He also added
that the Williamson Branch elected its queen Wednesday night.
Queen At Williamson
.
. H<~wever, •the results_ of tlus
~leotLon were ~t av•~ ilable at
Parthenon deadl,me ti.me. The
winner of the Williamson outlet
election, plus pictures and badegrouncl material on ,b oth branch
~ueens is expected• to .be carried
m next Wednesdays ~per.
These two women will come 4lO
HU!lltington Homecoming weekend, and will participate fully in
the program.
For example, they will· have
positions on the float carrying
Miss Marshall and her stat.el
d b
if l
y
an
eaut u court, the other
Homecoming queens.
They will also attend the glittering dance in Memorial Field
House that evening, where they,
al-ong with hundreds of other students, will witness the coronation
of Miss Marshall. The dance is
scheduled to begin at 9 p.m.
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Top UF Goal
The United Fund Goal for Marshall of $5,500 was topped by $47
this year.
The 1963-64 drive wu ooordinated ,by. Drs. Baynard. N. Green,
priafessor of zoology, chairman,
and Stephen H. Bue11, professor
of speech, assistant chairman.
'Dhe total sum was made up of
donations :from faculty, staff, and

retired teachers. In the past, dorm1tories, sororities, and fraternities have oontribu1ed and were
asked to do so this year through
personal letters from Professor
Green. None· have responded this
year, !he said.
For camp a i g n purposes, the
cam.pus was di v id e d into 34
groups with a staff or faculty .
member to head each division.
More than 400 faculty and staff
were solicited for pledges. All
pledges a-re voluntary.
Dr. Green also wrote letters to
retired faculty and staff, asking
theim to donate through the university. Their contributions totaled more ,tJhan $200.
·

DR. RICHARDSON, professor of sociology, shows Kay Sage,
news editor and Bluefield junior, his collection of several hundred epitaphs.

Death Not funny? No,
But Tombstones Arel
By KAY SAGE
News Editor
"0 think not you are safe in your health, the kick of a horse
was the means of my death."
This verse is one of the several hundred epitaphs that can
be found in the collection of Dr. · J. T. Richardson, professor of
sociology.
Professor Richardson has always been interested in the col. lecting of old and unusual inscriptions found · on tombstones.
Often as a child in Texas, he would walk through rural cemetaries reading epitaphs which made lasting impressions.
One of Professor Richardson's
These lines can be found on a
favorites is: "Remember, strangravestone in P a i n s w i c k
ger, as you pass, as you are
churchyard, near Stroud, Engnow, so once was I, .as I am
land:
now, you soon must be, there"My wife is dead, and here
fore, prepare to follow me."
she lies. Nobody laughs, and
In S e r p e n t Mound Park,
nobody cries. Where she is
Adams County, Ohio, someone
gone to, and how she fares,
has added: "To follow you I
nobody knows, and nobody
am not content, until I learn
cares."
which :way you went."
Another marriage that left
· · Many times, the cause of
a discordant note for posterity
death was the inspiration for
to read is in Burlington churchthe inscription. A s e n s e of
yard, Massachusetts:
fatalistic humor accompanied
"Sacred to the memory of
this one on a child's tombstone
Anthony Drake
in Enosburg, Vt:
"Who died for peace and
"Here lies the body ot our
quietness sake;
Anna, done to death by a
"His wife was constantly
banana. It wasn't the fruit that
scolding and scoffin,
laid her low, but the skin of
"So he sought for repose in
the thing that made her go."
a twelve dollar coffin!"
Other inscriptions gave eviHowever, not all showed the
dence of the 'cynicism and disunhappy side of marriage. This
cord of unhappy marriages.
one from Alexandria, Va., put
a different light on early day
· ECONOMICS STUDY DAY
marriages.
Five home economic students
"An · excellent husband ·was
and one faculty member went to
this Mr. Danner,
Ohio State University Friday for
"Be lived in a thoroughly
a home economics "Graduate
honorable manner,
Study Day."
"Be may have had his troubTalks, and discussions on "The
les, but they burst like
Need for Graduate Study in
bubbles,
Home Economics," "Opportunities
"Be's at peace now, with
for Graduate Study in Home EcoMary, Jane, Susan and
nomics," and a panel discussion
Hannah!'
on "Student Experiences in Gra(Mr. Dann e r was married
duate Study" formed the pro- four different times).
gram.
Many epitaphs in Dr. RichThose · who attended were: ardson's collection were sent
Marilyn Healy, South Charleston to him by friends and as a rejunior; Barb'ara Schuda, Char- sult of his televised- sociology
leston senior; Judy Clayton, Dun- class in 1957.
Along with collecting the inbar senior; Nancy De J ournett,
Huntington senior, and Miss scriptions, Dr. Richardson also
Louise Burnett, chairman of the has photographs of some of the
tombstones.
Home Economic Department.

Cross Country
Team Winner
'I'he Bi,g Green cross coun,try
team gained its first win of. the
geason Wednesday by defeating
West Virginia State Colilege 17-38
at the Ritter Park course.
After dropping its first two
mat:ches, both -against Morehead,
the MU squad took the top three
spots and four out· of the first
five. Leading the varsity runners
was Jim May with a ti.me of
19:06. 'Ilhe winning time was run
by Gary Pr.ate r, and following
him was Ellis Wiley with a ti.me
of 18:03. Oather Dunning ran the
three and one-half mile course
in 18:30. These three were MU
freshmen runners and their scores
do not oount in the final score.
This was not only the ficrst win
of this season, but it is the first
win in 11 meets going back ,t o
the 1958 and 1959 seasons. This
is ithe first season since 1959 that
MU ihas had a cross co u n t r y
squad.
"It was a good day for the meet
~nd I think our •boys are looking
better each outing," Coach Sonny
Allen said after his team's victory.

Career Conference

Slated This Month
Students I.interested in la-w or
government are now offered the
opportunity to further their in·tierests through the Pre-Law Fraternity, which has ·b een reactivated on Marshall's campus by
Dr. Paul Stewart, chairman of
the Political Scien<:e Department.
According to Richard Sidnor,
Huntington junior, who assisted
in reactivating the orgamzation,
•t he fraternity has selected as a
subject ,of study an insight into
the law -through case study and
open moot oase arguments coordinated by Mrs. Phyllis Cyrus,
L.L.B., faculty adviser, and two
other Huntington attJorneys.
Programs are to include speakers engaged in ,the active pra.c-t ice of law in and a.round the
Huntington area and possible
faculty me m b e r s f -r o m law
schools.
Meetings are •being held Mondays at 7 .p.m. at 1he Student
Christian Center. ALI interested
stuJents are eligible for membership.
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Hootenanny Tomorrow
Features Folk Singer
By PAT AUSTIN
Staff Reporter
The Twentieth Century has been called the Space Age, the
Air Age, and the age of automation. In addition, native_ BODS and
daughters of American soil have given creative birth to a new
"Age of the Hootenanny."
In this year of Hootenannies at
Marshall, students have ~e opportunity to hear Donald Leace,
aoolaimed as Washington, D.C.'s
favorite .folk singer, present his
unique interpretation ot this new
age.
Donald will sing -f rom his reperboire of ballads, blue and spirituals on a Hootenanny to ,b e held
tomo11row in the women's gym
from 7:30 to 10 p.m.
·
The "Fabulous Heart Tones"
of Cedar Grove will also be making their first appearance at
Marshall. Appearing · frequently
on college campuses, the Heart
Tones have become popular
throughout the state. The five
musicians demonstrate their talent and versatility by playing
jazz, blues, and "rock and roll."
Huntin~ folk singer, Leslie
ACS BOLDS MEETING
Huddleston, will also entertain.
Student Affiliates of the AmerLeslie, a junior at Marshall, apChemical Society met last
peared frequently at the Wagon
esday !or a b r i e f bmineD
Wheel on Route 60 last year.
Wendell Engiish, Bluefield junioc ession.
The group is tenta4ivel,y planand music major, will present an
,a visit to Amanda, the new
act. .
The John Marshall Trio, fast- teel furnace at Armco Steel,
rising folk singing group, is sche- Ashland, Ky. However, nothing
duled to appear. Dick Wildt, Par- efinite bas been decided.
A series of films has also been
kersburg senior, will emcee the
eduled lby the group. The titles
show, which is billed as "An
Evaning of BaUads, Blues, Spiri- and dates that the films will be
shown are tJo ,be posted on the
tuals and J-azz.''
,
The eve~g•s star performer, bulletin iboards in the Science
Donald
is , a n a it i Ve of Building. _
Huntington.
Now
a drama major
D111 01
MUM SALE OK'd
at Howard University in WashDON LEACE, widely-known folk singer, will appear at Civic Interest Progressives - sponsored ington, D.C., Don specializes in
A petition by the IndependHootenanny tomorrow night in the women's gym.
theatrical production and direc- ent Students Association for the
tion. Altho~ bis singing career sale of mums for Homecoming
involves much travel and frie.. was accepted after some arguquent week-long engagements, he ment. Bertieanne Humphries,
ranked in ithe upper one-fourth Huntington senior senator, arof his class at the university last gued that since the petition had
June.
been presented late and since
it
was incomplete, it should not
Mr. Leace is . part of the curBy CAROLYN McDONEL
explained, "she goes to a lot of
rent an o v em e n t to popularize be approved.
Staff Reporter
President Gainer said, howdifferent photographers. T h e
folk music. In less than three
"In this business you have 1,- ones who are interested will set
years, Don has become recognized ever, that mums are a tradition
000 acquaintances but f e w up pictures. Both models and
as one of Washington's favorites of Homecoming and that stufriends.'' Thus commented Lynn photographers have portfolios of .,
among a barrage ·o f up-and oom- dents come to this organization
Slaven, 20-year-old Huntington their work.''
(ISA) each year for mums. The
·
ing folk singers.
freshman' in ·discussing her work
senate then approved the petiMiss Slaven spent her first two
Last year, in a two-nicht one tion.
as a New York model.
man show, at the Shadow in
Although modeling may seem months in New York in the
NEWMAN CLUB
Washington, he played to stand·to be all glamour to an outsider, apartment of friends who were
ing room only audiences. In a
Miss Slaven found it a difficult visiting Mexico. For the next two
Phil Carter, Clarksburg senior
months she lived in the Barbireview of that show, John Dlldand demanding profession.
president of the Civic Interzon Hotel and then moved in
ane, the "dean of Washington
Progressives, and s eve r a l
"Most modeling agencies won'.t
with her parents who came to
folk music," called him, "one of embers of the organization., will
even see a girl unless she is
New York.
the- most excitinc musical per- discuss the ideals and purposes
taller than 5 feet 8. She also
formers
I have heard.''
the CIP to the Newman Olub
needs to be unbelievably thin. I
She found her first months of
7
dieted the whole time.''
Don'
•
s
impres!Jive
amount
of
:30 p.m. Sunday in, 1he Science
making the rounds between modtalent has •b rought him engage- Hall Auditorium.
When asked about her social eling agencies and photographments at such d i v e .r s e nilbt
Mt.er an explanation of the
life, Miss Slaven said she had ers' studios frustrating. She was
LYNN SLAVEN
spots as Philadelaphia's "Seoond integrabion movement, the CIP
occasonal dates, mostly with told her pictures were good, but
Fret," the Dallas "P.M.'', Balti- representatives will be prepared
people in advertising or in simi- each agency asked to see more
,.
to answer qu~ions and debate
lar professions. Ne~ertheless;· she shots, entailing additional trips help pay living expenses while more's. "Blue Dog
. C e 11ar, as
she studied. However modeling well as "The Cellar Door" in the i s 8 u e 8 of the organization
says her 15 months in New York to the photographers.
'
were the most exciting of her
proved to be a full-time
job in Washington. Last year h e · d 1"d a with the audience. A report on
In August, 1962, after Lynn itself.
21-week stand at Washington's the Flrovince Executive Commitlife.
had been in New York six
tee convention held last weekend
Show Boat Lounge, home of fam- in the Frederick Hotel will be
A freshman music major at months, she signed a contract
In December, 1962, Miss Slaven
Marshall for the current year, with Francis Gill, Inc., one of
felt she had to make a decision ous jazz guitarist Charlie ·Byrd. given by the officers in charge.
Miss Slaven felt faintly dissat- three top modeling agencies in
between modeling and finishing Also he has appeared on the John
SUNDAY WORSHIP,
isfied.
New York. Although she was her education. Education won out Dildine Show, and the Steve Alli"I always wanted to go to New now . working for an agency, she and in · May of this ye a r, 15
'11he Campus Ohriru.an Center
York," said the tall brunette,' still made the rounds for the months after she began modellq, son Show.
will have its first morning wor"and in February, 1962, I felt the first month m e e t i n g agency Miss Slaven returned to HunIn reviewing one of Mr. Leac~•s ship service of the school year
time was ripe.''
heads and clients.. As her list tington.
,performances at the Shadows, on Sunday from 11 to 11 :30 a. m.
Jane Enot, fashion coordinator
of assignments grew, she found
She is now a second semester Dick Jose p 'h, writer for the The speaker will be the Rev.
in Huntington and Miss Slaven's
most of her work was with cata- freshman at Marshall, still maj- "Nor.them Virginia Sun" said: Lander Beal, oampus pastor, and
former employer, provided a first
step towards a career. Miss Enot log houses, the source of most oring in music. Her plans are in- "Even if you don't care for folk ,t he topic of his -sermon will be;
definite after she graduates fro
models' income in New York.
music, you will find him differ- "Our Tension Between Self-Sufcontacted a photographer friend
ent. Don works with a guitar.''
college.
ificiency and Reliance.'' A discusof hers in New York and asked
Ironically, Lynn did not go to
To the students who ask ''What sion will :ftallow in the lounge.
him to take pictures of Lynn New York specifically to become
"I haven't decided whether I'll
when she arrived.
a model. Interested in music and go back o: not. If I do, I'll hav price greatness?", the answer· is Caffee and donuts will be served
before and after the service.
"OJ!lY 75 cents.''
"If a girl wants to model,'' she drama, she got into modeling to to start all over again.''

r-=========:;:=;;--

Campus

Briefs

Sl1ger-Gultarist

Campus

Gotham Model Returns To Marshal
For Completion Of Her Education

~ace.
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Interns Filling
Federal Posts

I!loaming mbe ~reenl
By SABRA RAPP
Staff Reporter
Witches and ghosts will be "rocking out" tonight and tomorrow with three fraternity and sorority Halloween parties.
Sigma Kappa sorority will have their "Black Cat Caper" costume dance tonight from 9 p. m . to 1 a. m . at Fraternal Hall with
the Parliaments supplying the music.
A "Haunted House Party" will - - - - - - - - - - - - be given by the Sigma Phi Epsi- with Kappa Alpha fraternity at
Ion fraternity tomorrow from 8 the Tri-Sig house tomorrow at
p. m. to midnight at the Sig Ep 1:30 p. m. The Tri-Sigs and KA's
house. Costumes will be worn.
will play cards and listen to the
. From s p . m . to midnight to- football game on the radio.
mo;row, Tau Kappa Epsilon fraPi Kappa Alpha will go "slumtern.ity will have a Halloween ming" tomorrow starting at 8
Party at their. house.
p. m. This is an annual event for
Beta Tau fraternity was host the Pikes.
to the national field secretary, Alpha Chi Omega sorority will
Morton Pearlstein of New York. have a facutly tea Sunday' from
Mr. Pearlstein, who was in town 3 to 5 p. m. at the Alpha Chi
from Monday through yesterday, house.
· was guest of honor at an open
The Epsilon Delta Chapter of
house held at the Beta Tau house Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity will
last Tuesday for alumni and trus- sponsor a Kappa Rama dance at
tees.
10 p. m. tomorrow at Briggs ArSigma Alpha Epsilon frater- mory. Music will be provided by
nity will . have · "work parties" the "Fabulous Heart Tones" of
tonight and tomorrow· night to Cedar Grove. Visiting members
work on the Homecoming of the Beta Eta Chapter, Univer"Queen's Float."
sity of Cincinnati; Alpha Tau
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority Chapter, Bluefield State; Tau
will have a "listening party" Chapter, West Virginia State;
and the Ohio University chapter
of Kappa Alpha Psi will attend
the dance. All students are invited.
Alpha Xi Delta sorority is having a party for the Sigma Phi EpNewman Club will meet Sun- silon fraternity at 2 p. m . Sunday
day, 7:30 p . m ., in the Science at the Alpha Xi house.
Hall Auditorium.
Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish honorary, meets Tuesday, 11 a. m.
in MA116. Plans for a November banquet will be made.
Spanish Club meets Tuesday,
8 p. m., in MA114. Karen Meeves, 1963 Marshall graduate, will
discuss her recent trip to Spain
and present a program of color
slides.
Sigma Tau Delta, English honorary, meets Wednesday, 4 p. m.,
in Campus Christian Center.
Enfineering S o c i e t y, meets
Thursday, 1 p. m. Thomas W. Olson, instructor in engineering,
will discuss the Engineer in
Training Examination, which is
the first of two examinations
leading to registration as a professional engineer.
Campus Christian Ministry,
worship service, 7 p. m., Thursday, at the Campus Christian
Center.

Club
Calendar

The Migrants To Appear At Homecoming
THE MIGRANTS FOLK singing group will appear on the Homecoming Hootena~y along with the Huntsmen and the Slimy
River Bottom Boys on Nov. 8 in the Men's Gymnasium.

Student's History Article Published
"West Virginia Hi s tory," a
quar:terly magazine, feat ured a
story in its October issue wr.iitten
by Victoria Smith, Nitro senior.
It's entitled, "A Social History of
Marshall University During the
Rer.i od As ithe State N or ma 1
School 1867-1900."

Law Study Is Aim
The second bi-annual Federal
Career Conference will be held
N.ov. 19 and 20 to inform students
of career opportunities in the
Federal Service.
Some 25 federal government
agencies will ,b e represented to
supply pertinent illlformati.on to
students. Displays will be set up
in the Studen·t Union. Various
speakers will giv.e talks.
"The main purpose of t he conference," said Robert P. Alexander, Director of Placement, ''is to
supply a general orientation ,to
the students of career oppoI:tunities in the Federal Service.

War Movie Slated
For Union Tonight
The movie, "Halls of Montezuma," starring Richard Widmark, Robert Wagner and Richard Boone, will be shown today
at 7:30 .p.m. in .t he Student Union.
Admission is 25 cents per· person.
A :free dance featuring a local
combo, "The .Surlltones," will be
held Saturday evening from 9
until 12.

The Depar.tment of Staite in
Wash.in~on D.C. is sponS10ring its
Fourth Annual Summer Intern
Program fur outstanding &tudenib!
who have completed their junior
year in college and are interested
in private or governmental internaitional aiifairs.
The Summer Intern Program
is lim~ted to students nominated
by accredited colleges and universities. Each institution · may
nominate one candidate.
Students selected will h av e
completed it.heir junior year by
June 1964 and will be appointed
at the GS-4 level (rate af $4110
per annum). Those who have
completed ,their A.B. or B.S. degree with the class of 1964 will
be appointed a.1. the GS-5 level
($4565 .per annum). The program
is schedule d to begin on July 1.
Requirements Off the candidates
applying for the position are: the
nominee must •b e a citizen of the
United Sta tes. He must be a studenlt in either t he junior or senior y,ear, and planning to return
to an .accredited college or university in the fall of 1964 for a
full year af study. He must be
maintaining an over-all gr a de
average of B or ,b etter up to and
including the last grades available.
The nominee must be interested
in pursuing a career (public or
private) ,in international studies
or activities.
Messag,es to the State Department containing nominations and
necessary documents must be received lby Dec. 13. '1'1hose students
who are interested in applying

Miss Smith wrote ,the article as
resear6h work for her class in
West Virginia History. Dr. Elizabeth Cometti, professor of his·t ory, suggested that she submit
t;Jie .article to 1.he magazine, and
it was published.
Focus of ,the article was on the
student Jife of this period from
1867-1900. Other topics diss:ussed
includ~ the establishment of
Marshall, the development of the
builldings ,on campus, the graduation ceremonies, and the appear- for the nomination should co:n8111Ce of 'l1he Parthenon.
taot Dr. Paul Stewart.

Sack Castles !
Slay Dragons !
Capture Kingdoms!
Look Like a Princess!

lewarel Strange Things Are Happening
PREY FOR THE WITCHES' COVEN is Elaine Thompson (center)
Charleston senior. The witches or whatever they are (left to
right) Karen Agee, Huntington sophomore and, Chris Cremeans,
Clearwater, Fla., sophomore. Looking in from the top is John
Wheeler, Huntinrion senior.

TODAY

T.G.I.F~

amelots
Textured Stockings

featuring

The
PARLIMENTS
Z5e Admluion

Phcm• 736-9019

Here's an exciting new look just in from the
fashionable resorts of Europe' Wear lt everywhere for admi ·ing second glances! Soft,.
stretchy nylon in three sizes; in the shades
you want this fall:
Blackthorn, Greentree, Cranberry,
Sherwood and Londonberry.

$2.50 pr.
-main floor h05iery

